Gate Planning During Placement for Gated Clock Network
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Abstract—Clock gating is a popular technique for reducing power dissipation in clock network. Although there have been numerous research efforts on clock gating, the previous approaches still have a significant weakness. That is, they usually construct a gated clock tree after cell placement, i.e., cell placement is performed without considering clock gating and may generate a solution unfriendly to subsequent gated clock tree construction. As a result, the control gates inserted in the tree construction is very likely to cause cell overlap. Even though the overlap can be eventually removed in placement legalization, remarkable wirelength/power overhead is incurred. In this paper, we propose a gate planning technique which is integrated with a partition-based cell placer. During cell placement, the planning judiciously inserts clock gates based on power estimation. In addition, pseudo edges are inserted between clock gates and registers in order to reduce clock wirelength and enable long shut-off periods. At the end, when a relatively detailed placement is obtained, a post-processing is performed to degrade the inefficient clock gates to clock buffers. We compared our approach with recent previous works on ISCAS89 benchmark circuits. Our method reduces the clock tree wirelength and power by 22.06% and 40.80%, respectively, with a very limited increase on signal nets wirelength and power compared with the conventional (register-oblivious) placement. The results also indicate that our algorithm outperforms the clock-gating-oblivious placement [9] on power reduction and performance improvement.

I. INTRODUCTION

Clock gating has been widely applied as an effective technique to reduce the dynamic power of clock network [1]-[9]. It is based on the observation that some portions of the circuit may be idle at a certain time. Then, the part of clock network corresponding to the idle portions can be shut off through logic masking such as AND gate. Evidently, shutting off parts of the clock network can reduce the dynamic power dissipation. The set of active/idle times for the circuits is referred as activity pattern in [1][2], which is a string of 1s and 0s. Based on the definition of activity pattern, [2] proposed an algorithm for constructing the topology of gated clock tree to minimize the total power including the clock network and gate logics. However, the routing overhead and power dissipation of the control signals for the gates were not modeled. In [3][4], Oh et al. implemented zero skew gated clock routing that improved upon [2] by accurately accounting for the power of the clock tree and the gate control signals. In [5][6], Donno et al. proposed a clock tree planning methodology that constructed gated clock tree topology with consideration of both switching activities and cell locations.

Although the previous approaches are effective, their efficiency on power reduction is limited by a weakness. That is, they construct gated clock tree after conventional cell placement, which does not consider clock gating. Consequently, their tree construction sometimes is based on a placement unfriendly to clock gating and therefore results in limited power reduction. There are a few cell placement methods [10]-[12] considering clock network design, but these methods do not consider clock gating. Clock gating requests that registers with similar switching activities are placed close to each other [8][9]. Obviously, a clock-gating-oblivious placer may ignore this request and place registers with similar activities far apart. For such placement, it is difficult for clock gating to reduce power efficiently. The method introduced in [8] can obtain the optimal placement of registers by pulling and clustering the registers with the similar activity patterns during placement. But it introduced many gate logics after the gated clock tree construction and needed resort to Engineering Change Order (ECO) or incremental placement to remove the overlaps. In order to solve this problem, [9] proposed a new design flow, which contained two stages of placement. In the initial placement, it clustered and pulled the registers, especially for the registers with the similar activity patterns. Then zero skew gated clock tree construction and optimization were implemented to get the optimal gated clock network which determined the exact positions of the inserted gate logics and their interconnect information with the registers. After that, an incremental placement was invoked to remove the overlaps introduced by the gate logics while preserving the optimal gated clock network constructed before.

II. MOTIVATION

In order to shut off the clock signal more cycles for the gated clock tree, [8][9] took this concern to placement stage. By clustering and pulling the registers, especially for the registers with the similar activity pattern, they achieved more optimal position of the registers and indeed decreased clock tree wirelength and power. However, these methods only considered the gated clock tree in advance, they did not do gate planning in place, and the exact gates’ positions were obtained in clock tree construction after placement, so it inevitably needed post placement or incremental placement to deal with the inserted gate logics.
On the other hand, although [9] effectively decreased the clock tree wirelength and power, the small overheads of the total half perimeter wirelength (HPWL) and the power of signal nets could not be neglected. Especially for the signal nets power, even though it increased within 3% comparing to [8], it still could not be ignored since the signal nets power accounts for large weight in total power budget, so the total power reduction obtained by [9] was still small. In addition, the increase of HPWL makes the routing area more congested. Moreover, in order to remove the overlaps introduced by the gate logics after gated clock tree construction and routing, it needs feed the gated clock network information and the gate logics back to the previous design and then implements incremental placement (as shown in Fig.1). These two stages of placement take considerable run time, which is more obvious for the circuit with large scale.

Furthermore, in the gated clock tree construction after placement, assuming a gate is inserted before each register (or the sink of the clock tree) at the beginning and then followed by a heuristic gate moving [5][6][8][9] is somewhat ad hoc, which will result in redundant gate logics and not all of the resultant gates are in the optimal position. There are two reasons behind. First, inserting a gate before each register may not reduce the power, sometimes it even increases it inversely if the register is active at most of the cycles, then there is few chance to shut off the clock signal. According to the power model, only when the power introduced by the gate logic and its control signal is smaller than the power saved by gating, it is worth while to insert a gate. Second, the upper level nodes have less chance to shut off the clock signal, as the activity of the node increases monotonically as we go up the tree, so it becomes difficult to move the gate towards the upper level.

So in this paper, we integrate gate planning with a multilevel cut-based placer to decrease total power and the run time. As the partition goes during the placement, we dynamically insert and delete gate among the registers to derive an optimal gated clock topology for each local clock tree. After placement, at the process of zero skew clock routing using deferred merge embedding (DME) algorithm [13], we re-evaluate the effectiveness of the inserted gate and delete the useless gates or treat them as buffers. The experimental results on ISCAS89 benchmark circuits show the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithm. Compared with the conventional design flow, which constructs gated clock tree after general placement, our method decreases the clock tree wirelength, clock tree power, gate number and total power by 22.06%, 40.80%, 60.02% and 13.07% on average, respectively. Compared our approach with a recent previous work, which constructed gated clock tree after a register-aware but clock-gating-oblivious placement [9], it decreases the clock tree power, gate number, HPWL, total power and total run time by 29.74%, 43.01%, 6.90%, 13.79% and 51.43% with an increase of clock tree wirelength within 8.95% on average.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section III we will introduce the placer and the power model used in our work. In Section IV we briefly describe our design flow. Section V presents the gate planning during placement in detail. Zero skew clock tree construction and gate removal will be described in Section VI. Section VII gives the experimental results, and we conclude the paper in Section VIII.

III. PRELIMINARIES

A. Multilevel Cut-Based Placement

The core placer we use is a multilevel cut-based placement tool, which is available on [15]. The placer works as follows. Initially, the placement region is represented as a block (referred to as bin) and the circuit is presented as a hypergraph. The placer recursively divides each bin, partitions its associated hypergraph and assigns the subhypergraphs to subbins, aiming at minimizing the total number (weight) of the nets incident to nodes in multiple partitions.

B. Power Model

![Power model](image)

For comparison, we use the same power model as [8][9] (it is also used in [5][6]), which includes the power dissipated by both the clock tree and the control signal, just as Fig.2 shows. Let $c_0$ be the unit wire capacitance, $l_c$, $l_g$ be the interconnection length of the clock tree and the control signal, respectively. $C_l$ and $C_g$ denote the input capacitances for the register and the gate logic. Power dissipation is then modeled as:

$$P = [(c_0l_c + C_l)p(i) + 0.5*(c_0l_g + C_g)p_r]fV_{dd}^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where $p(i)$ represents the probability for the register to be active and $p_r$ is the probability of having a transition on the control signal net.
IV. OVERVIEW OF OUR DESIGN FLOW

Our design flow implements gate planning based on a multilevel cut-based placer, as shown in Fig.3. When the physical adjacency information is briefly available after several partitions, we firstly evaluate the total activity for a cluster of registers in the same bin, and then estimate the power of these registers with a gate or not. If the former is the better, we will temporarily insert a gate among these registers and push the gate to this bin’s cells link, then we add some pseudo edges between these registers and the gate to avoid placing this gate far away from these registers at next partitions. Since these registers may be partitioned into subbins at the next partition, while we do not hope the registers place far away from each other, especially for the registers with the similar activity patterns (The reason of it could refer to [8] and [9]). So before the next partition, we also add some pseudo edges between the registers in the same bin, the weight of the pseudo edges are determined according to the activity and transition analysis of the registers it connects [9]. At the next partition, if the registers at last level are partitioned into two subbins, we estimate the power by adding gates among these two child registers or not, then we choose the best case and dynamically insert and delete the gates, the detail of it will be presented in Section V. During the process of zero skew clock routing after placement, we re-evaluate the effectiveness of the inserted gates and delete the useless gates or treat some of them as buffers. Section VI will explain it in detail.

V. GATE PLANNING DURING PLACEMENT

As pointed out in [8][9][10], clustering registers or pulling registers closely will deteriorate the traditional placement objectives and incur large overheads of signal nets wirelength and signal nets power, if these overheads are larger than the benefit of clock tree, it is not worth doing this. In order to reduce these overheads, our gate planning is after several partitions that the coarse placement result and the interconnect information are available. In addition, observing the power model in Eqn.1, for a register (or registers), only when the power saved by shutting off the clock signal is larger than the power introduced by the gate logic and the control signal, it is worth while to insert a gate, which is different from inserting a gate before each register in [5][6][8][9] at the beginning, and then followed by gate moving and deleting. So after several partitions, we evaluate the total activity by OR-ing the activity of the registers in the same bin, if it is active at all the cycles, inserting a gate is no doubt useless for reducing the power. Otherwise, we temporarily insert a gate to control these registers and put the gate into the bin’s cells link for next level’s partition and placement. In fact, these registers form a local clock tree and we add a gate before its root. At the next level’s partition, if these registers are partitioned into two subbins, then we generate two child nodes, each child with respect to the registers in each subbin. Fig.4 shows an example, at a partition level, reg1~reg6 are in the same bin and it is useful to add a gate among them to shut off the clock signal, at the next level, bin1 is partitioned into two subbins bin1_1 and bin1_2 with registers reg1, reg4, reg5 and reg2, reg3, reg6, respectively, then the local clock tree is as the right part of Fig.4 shows.

Here we should point out two important aspects:
1) As the partition continues in Capo [15], the cells in the same bin are treated as assembling at the center of the bin, there is no exact position for each cell. So it is difficult to estimate the exact wirelength of the local clock tree, and it will only be available until clock tree routing finishes. However, the power estimation is inaccurate for the tree with a gate or not if we neglect the wire capacitance, and in fact, wire capacitance accounts for much larger weight than the cell capacitance as the technology advances. To overcome the gap between this stage and routing, in this paper, we employ the metric introduced in [14] for wirelength estimation, which demonstrated that the total wirelength of the resultant zero skew clock tree could be estimated by $\sqrt{ND}$, where $N$ and $D$ are, respectively, the number of registers and the farthest distance between any pair of registers. Although this estimation correlates well with actual wirelength of the clock tree, it always overestimates and the farthest registers in the bin may not distribute at the corner of the bin. So we use the following equation to estimate the total capacitance of each cluster $P$ with $N$ registers. Where $c_i$ is the load capacitance of register $i$, $c_0$ is the unit wire capacitance, and $D$ is defined as above.

$$C(P) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_i + 0.7 \cdot c_0 \sqrt{ND}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

2) As the partition continues, the information of the ad-
When the placement is finished, we get the detailed positions of the registers and the gates, also including the local clock tree topology. For clock tree construction and routing, we need to get the exact positions of the internal

nodes and then we could interconnect the gate with the registers it controls. In order to minimize the clock skew, we use the deferred merge embedding (DME) algorithm to achieve zero skew clock routing as [9].

Since in Capo placer, some bin may contain more than one cell when the partition procedure (the CapoPlacer function in Capo [15]) terminates, the exact position of these cells is determined by next legalization (such as greedy movement and swapping, cell orientation optimization and row ironing). While our gate planning is integrated with partition, so at the bottom level of some local clock tree after gate planning, there may be more than one register in the same bin, and we will regard them have the same location, but in fact, their positions are different after legalization. So at the bottom-up node merging process of the DME algorithm, we must determine the internal node if there are more than one register at the bottom level of the local clock tree, and then re-evaluate the effectiveness of the gate (if exists) among them. If the gate cannot decrease the clock power, we delete it. We explain it by Fig.7. Reg1 and reg2 belong to the same bin when partition terminates, and we think adding a gate between them could decrease the clock power in gate planning. But the detailed placement of them are different after legalization. So we firstly determine the internal node of reg1 and reg2 satisfying zero skew and then evaluate the total power with the gate or not using Eqn.1.

B. Gate to Buffer Transformation for Some Gates

It was pointed out in [4] that inserting too many gates may result in a large area and increase the complexity of the control circuit and the routing of the enable signals, at last it could even increase the total power, so [4] reduced the number of gates based on three cases and included a rule for enforcing a gate insertion when the subtree capacitance of the node reaches 20 times of the input capacitance of the gate. But in [4], these optimizations were taken after zero skew clock routing, while the internal nodes were determined on
the assumption that a gate is inserted before each node, so removing gate makes skew dissatisfied any more.

In our algorithm, after the gate planning during placement, we have gotten the local clock tree topology, which means whether adding a gate for the internal node or not is determined. After the DME algorithm, we determine the exact location of the internal node and then interconnect it with the gate according to the tree topology. Since adding a gate may not be effective after including the detailed interconnect capacitance, and sometimes it may even increase the total power. But if we delete these gates at this stage, it will deteriorate the clock skew or need re-construct the clock tree. In order to satisfy the clock skew and decrease the clock tree power, we treat these gates as common buffers and do not mask off the clock. Obviously, the control signal will be removed if a gate is regarded as a buffer. Using buffer and removing control signals contribute to further reduction of the total capacitance and power.

VII. Experimental Results

The proposed algorithm and the design flow have been implemented with C++ based on Capo 9.3 [15], and the experiments are performed on ISCAS89 benchmark circuits (since they contain the registers information which is needed in our experiment) with specified timing constraints and activity profile [9]. Other parameters used in our experiment are listed as follows: \( r_0 = 0.207 \Omega/\mu m \), \( c_0 = 0.015 fF/\mu m \), the gate’s input capacitance \( C_g \), output resistance \( r_g \) and intrinsic delay \( \tau_g \) are 10.0\( fF \), 80\( \Omega \) and 25\( fs \), respectively. Considering the high connection of the register with other cells, the input capacitance of the register is assumed relatively large, \( C_{reg} = 100.0 fF \). In order to show the effectiveness of our algorithm, we compare it with: (a) conventional placement (as the initial Capo) + gated clock tree construction in [9]; (b) the design flow introduced in [9]. The comparison results are shown in Table I.

First, we compare the results of clock tree. Since (a) does not especially care the registers during placement, so at last the registers loosely distribute on the chip. While in our gate planning during placement, we cluster the registers, and especially pull the registers with the similar activity pattern close to each other. That is why our algorithm reduces the clock tree wirelength by more than 22%. [9] constructs the clock tree after placement for all of the registers, that means it chooses a pair of nodes to merge at every iteration until there is only one node (the clock root) left. While our algorithm has formed many local clock tree topologies during gate planning, and in clock routing, we construct the clock tree according to the topology, so clock wirelength increases compared to [9], since our clock tree construction is somewhat only local optimization to reduce total wirelength.

For clock tree power, we insert the gate logic only when it really decreases the power for a cluster of registers, and as the partition goes, we dynamically update (insert or delete gate) the gated clock tree topology configured at last level. At the post-processing after placement, we firstly delete the harmful gates after including the interconnect capacitance. Secondly, we treat some gates as general buffers and remove their control signal after gated clock tree construction. So the position of the gate logics gotten by our algorithm is more optimal and effective than the gated clock tree construction in [6] and [9]. That is why we achieve smaller clock tree power using much fewer gate logics.

Second, we compare the results of signal nets. The main difference between (a) and (b)/our method is that: the gated clock tree of (a) is constructed after placement, so the gate logics inserted during tree construction are not considered during placement. In other words, the position of the gate logics is ideal, in fact we can not place many of them in their optimal placement since they overlap with the already placed cells. (b) solves this problem by feeding the gate logics and gated clock network back to the previous design after gated clock tree construction, and then performs an incremental placement to remove these overlaps. So HPWL and signal nets power increase when comparing our algorithm and (b) with (a). We believe it is fair to compare our algorithm with (b) since both of them consider the gate logics in placement. Since (b) inserts more gate logics than our method, adding these gate logics to the previous design will inevitably move other cells positions during incremental placement, so it introduces large overhead of signal nets wirelength and power. While our design flow integrates gate insertion and previous placement in a seamless manner, we dynamically insert gate for some cluster of registers after several partitions, and then add it to the bin’s cells link for the next level’s partition, so the impact on the previous placement is minimal. As we expected, we reduce HPWL and signal nets power by 6.90% and 0.26% compared with [9]. HPWL reduction leaves more space for routing. Although the results of (a) are derived without considering the overlap removal of the gate logics with the other cells, it is still meaningful to compare the total power (including the clock tree power and signal nets power). Though our algorithm increases the signal nets power against (a), the power saved on the clock tree is much larger than the power increased on signal nets, so it is worth implementing gate planning during placement. While comparing our method with (b), we observe that it still reduces the total power by more than 13%, the main contributor of the power reduction is the clock tree power. That proves the method of gated clock tree construction in [6] and [9] will result in redundant gate logics, and at last some gate logics even increase the power inversely.

For run time, (b) needs two stages of placement: initial placement during which registers are clustered and pulled closely according to their activity patterns; incremental placement after adding the clock network and gate information to the previous netlist. During incremental placement, it still needs top-bottom level partitions to optimize HPWL. It really reduces HPWL comparing to some ECO method, but the increase of the run time cannot be ignored. Our algorithm integrates gate planning and top-bottom partition in a seamless manner, when the placement finishes, we also get the clock tree topology and the position of the inserted
gates. So the reduction of the run time is up to 50% on average comparing with (b). On the other hand, the increase for the run time of our algorithm is only within 8% over (a), which demonstrates the efficiency of our gate planning.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a new design flow for gated clock tree planning and construction. In order to decrease the impact on signal nets and the design closure of previous methods, we firstly evaluate the effectiveness of gate insertion for a cluster of registers, and then dynamically insert a gate for them if it could reduce the power. We achieve gate planning when placement finishes, and during clock routing, we firstly remove the useless gate to save area and power. After determining the exact locations of the internal nodes and the detailed interconnect information, we regard some gates as only common buffers and remove their connection of the control signal, to avoid re-construction of the clock tree and increasing the total power inversely. Experimental results show the effectiveness and efficiency of our method.
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